
#35683, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, KRUNSKA

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 85 m² €1,000 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 1 1 1 0 YES NO 1 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 1

Excellent comfortable apartment in heart of Vracar, located in a quiet street with a lot of trees. This location represents a piece

of quiet space surrounded with the most important spots in public and social life of this part of the city. Five minute walk away

from this location is Kalenic green market, while the Vukov spomenik, which is also an important spot in terms of transportation,

is only two minutes away. Because of the easy access and availability of the various opportunities of entertainment, this location

is suitable for modern men and women. This high quality building is very modern and has great enteriere as well as exteriere.

The apartment is facing toward very quiet, beautifully arranged backyard, which gives the opportunity for a quiet and

comfortable life. The apartment is divided into two units. The living area is connected with the dinning room and spacious semi

opened kitchen with a practical pantry. The living room balcony is looking toward the beautiful yard. The sleeping area consists

out of main bedroom with a king size bed and one more room which is office space-guest bedroom. There is also a spacious

bathroom with a shower, and there is additional separated guest bathroom. Ceiling is quite high and has plaster decorations and

high quality wood elemets. Apartment is equipped with very modern furniture of light colors which creates very pleasant looking

area. It has a lot of storage space in forms of closets and pantries, which is very practical. Fully equpped, it has everything

needed for everyday life. Also, garage access is very modern, and it opens upon a call.
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